
PUBLISH MY SUBMITTED VIDEO AS FURTHER DETAILED ABOVE. 

11. I am a participating parent of a child enrolled to Helen Doron course.  

12. I have read this Consent Form and agreed to it. I further confirm that my approval under this Consent 

Form is completely voluntary. 

Name: Signature: Date:    
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Consent Form 

Parents Speak Up Again Contest Participation 

 
I, the undersigned, hereby confirm and acknowledge the following: 

1. My request to participate in the “Parents Speak Up Again” (“PSUA”) Contest organized by Helen Doron Ltd. 

2. As a participant of the PSUA Contest I willingly provide Helen Doron Ltd. and its sister companies/subsidiaries 

(hereinafter collectively "HD") with a video recording featuring myself (the “Video”), and I agree to the 

uploading of such Video recording to the internet, including but not limited to: YouTube, the HD websites, 

and social media platform (such as Facebook, Instagram, Tiktok etc.). 

3. I hereby grant HD all consents necessary to enable it to make any and all use of the Video (including but not 

limited to ; to publish, copy, distribute, perform, modify and create derivative works), and any content therein, 

including but not limited to , my image, likeness, name, voice, appearance and/or performance; I acknowledge 

that such use is through HD's Social Media channels,  HD's website and other publications, promotions or 

advertisements worldwide in perpetuity, by any and all means (now known or hereinafter developed or 

discovered) as HD. deems fit. 

4. I waive the right to receive any payment for the use by HD of the Video and/or the consent provided hereunder. 

I also waive any right to inspect and/or approve any finished product(s) that may be produced in connection 

with the Video. 

5. I assign to HD. all intellectual property rights I have in the Video. 

6. I was informed of the PSUA Contest Terms and was provided with access to review such Terms. 

7. I provide my consent to any and all of the PSUA Contest Terms. 

8. HD. may assign or license its rights under this Consent Form subject to its sole discretion. 

9. This Consent Form is governed and construed in accordance with the laws of [complete 

in accordance with the local law]. 

10. I HEREBY IRREVOCABLY CONFIRM, CONSENT, AND AUTHORIZE HD  . TO 


